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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
The insurance industry is leading the economy in the adoption of Web 
Services and Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs), and The Hartford is 
an early adopter of these technologies among insurance companies. 
When it became necessary to update an agent tool that required 
integration to a heterogeneous collection of back-end systems, taking 
an SOA approach was a natural fit for them.  
 
The Hartford realized early in this project that they needed to acquire a 
Web Services management (WSM) solution, so they established formal 
selection criteria, invited several vendors to participate, and narrowed 
the selection down to two vendors. They then put those two vendors 
through an exhaustive, three-week proof-of-concept in order to 
determine which vendor would meet their needs. 
 
This case study details The Hartford’s selection process, and the criteria 
they used to make the selection. As an early adopter, The Hartford’s 
approach can serve as a useful lesson for companies in many industries 
considering a WSM solution. 
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The Association for Cooperative 
Operations Research and 
Development (ACORD) is a 
nonprofit insurance association 
whose mission is to facilitate the 
development and use of 
standards for the insurance and 
related financial services 
industries.  
 
With its roots in standardized, 
paper-based forms for the 
insurance industry, ACORD has 
been moving extensively into 
standardized XML-based 
documents and message 
formats. For more information, 
visit http://www.acord.org. 

Approaching Web Services management selectionApproaching Web Services management selectionApproaching Web Services management selectionApproaching Web Services management selection    

The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. is one of the nation's largest investment and 
insurance companies. The Hartford is a leading provider of investment products, life 
insurance and group and employee benefits, automobile and homeowners products, and 
business insurance.  

The IT organization within The Hartford’s Property and 
Casualty division has had an in-house tool known as The 
Single Entry Multiple Carrier Interface (SEMCI) since 
1996. SEMCI allows The Hartford agents to broadcast 
requests for quotations to multiple carriers and get a 
response in a standard ACORD format (see sidebar). 
SEMCI then takes the ACORD message, authenticates the 
agent who sent it, transforms it, and then routes it to the 
appropriate recipient. The first SEMCI solution was a 
tightly coupled solution that exhibited several 
weaknesses, including the lack of SLA management, 
reporting, and alerting, and the lack of adequate 
management dashboards. 

When it became clear that it was time to update SEMCI, 
moving the initiative to a Service-oriented architecture 
(SOA) made sense for The Hartford, because they had 
had an interest in SOAs for at least three years, and SOAs 
had caught on internally in an organic way. An SOA 
approach was appropriate for the SEMCI initiative because they were looking to solve internal 
integration problems, including the interaction between heterogeneous back-end systems and 
their agency portal that supports their agency channel.  

The Hartford’s SOA efforts started with core Web Services principles, including loose coupling 
and dynamic discovery. They realized that management of Services would be a problem for 
them. Since The Hartford has a preference for buy over build, they were interested in 
identifying a Web Services management (WSM) solution to provide what they needed to make 
their SOA a reality.  

Narrowing down the choicNarrowing down the choicNarrowing down the choicNarrowing down the choiceseseses    

They looked at many WSM vendors, but ruled out several because those vendors only 
managed Web Services. Because some Hartford customers might not be using SOAP, it was 
important that a WSM solution go beyond the management of Web Services and not require 
the use of SOAP. In addition, ACORD is not yet SOAP-based, so downstream systems wouldn’t 
necessarily understand SOAP yet. 

The second set of criteria that eliminated several WSM vendors was that The Hartford 
required a true Service-oriented management (SOM) solution that included SOA enablement 
capabilities, rather than a simpler WSM solution that might have offered monitoring, alerting, 
SLA management, and root-cause analysis, but wouldn’t enable and support the SOA 
abstraction layer that The Hartford considers to be crucial to SOM.  

Four vendors made this second cut: Talking Blocks, Confluent Software, AmberPoint, and The 
Mind Electric. Of the four finalists, Talking Blocks and The Mind Electric dropped out of their 
own accord. The reasons for their exit weren’t disclosed, but both companies were in 
discussions to be acquired, which gives a strong indication as to why they declined to 
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participate. The Hartford invited the remaining two vendors to a three-week proof-of-concept 
exercise, for both vendors to run through simultaneously. 

The Hartford detailed their specific needs and requirements to the finalists, and required that 
each of the vendors perform the PoC in-house in The Hartford’s IT environment. The key 
requirements focused on the SEMCI functionality, namely authenticating the agent, inputting 
XML, transforming the XML, and routing the message to the appropriate back-end system. 
The Hartford was open to different specific implementations that would meet their 
requirements, including XML firewalls or enterprise service buses. AmberPoint and Confluent 
Software, the final two candidates, then entered the three-week “bake off” that The Hartford 
set up following these principles: 

! The bake-off was to be conducted in a fair, objective manner (no “CIO on the golf 
course” type influences) 

! Both vendors were to execute their PoCs at the same time 

! Both vendors followed the same rules of engagement. 

The Hartford is a great believer in Agile software development methodologies. One of the key 
Agile principles is that working software is more important than extensive documentation, and 
the PoC followed this principle. The key question that The Hartford looked to the WSM 
vendors to answer was whether their software worked in The Hartford’s IT environment—using 
their hardware, their rules, etc.  

A second Agile principle The Hartford follows is that the best, most sustainable architectures 
come from face-to-face conversations. For these conversations, the WSM vendors needed to 
know SOA, Unified Modeling Language (UML), and XML. For example, The Hartford gave the 
vendors four different test cases expressed in UML notation for them to implement, as well as 
the associated XML schemas and a test harness. 

The Hartford assigned one Hartford developer to each vendor team, both to evaluate the 
usability of each vendor’s approach, as well as to insure that each team followed the rules of 
the engagement. The Hartford also assigned a single application architect to both vendor 
teams, distributing his time equally across both teams. It was the role of this architect to 
evaluate each vendor’s solution and to score their approaches. 

The selection criteriaThe selection criteriaThe selection criteriaThe selection criteria    

Fundamentally, The Hartford required the simplification of doing business for and with the 
agents, as well as flexibility with respect to changing requirements—in other words, business 
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agility. The Hartford’s enterprise architecture is quite mature, and they consider it to be a 
competitive advantage that places them ahead of their competition, enabling them to focus 
on their customers. They have found, however, that their architecture can’t tackle initiatives in 
a purely top-down fashion, because that pure architecturally-driven approach tends to 
handcuff certain internal organizations. Instead, new initiatives must also be executed from 
the bottom-up as well. Nevertheless, governance of IT initiatives is always a priority. They do 
focus on internal architectural issues, but feel that it is most important to focus on their 
extended enterprise. 

The Hartford found that while many companies consider monitoring and reporting of Web 
Services performance a primary requirement for a WSM solution, in the Hartford’s case, these 
requirements were secondary. Instead, the interface with legacy systems is The Hartford’s 
primary requirement, including interfaces with MQ, Enterprise JavaBeans, and other 
protocols. The Hartford also required Web Services versioning capabilities, because their 
SEMCI project is held to ACORD specifications that evolve over time, as well as the need to 
deal with internal systems that also change over time. In fact, they typically have new internal 
code releases about every two weeks. In addition, the SEMCI project focuses on the internal 
interfaces, while The Hartford focuses on the external interfaces, namely, those that are for 
agents. Therefore, it is critical to get the external interfaces right, especially the security 
aspects of those interfaces. 

The Hartford understood that there existed a fairly large range of vendor choices. In order to 
make their decisions regarding vendor selection, two key criteria included whether the vendor 
demonstrated visionary thinking, and whether the vendor was visible in the marketplace for 
doing interesting things. The Hartford then used both published and non-published criteria 
with associated weighting to make their final determination. Published criteria were made 
available to the vendors ahead of the bake off, while non-public criteria were discussed in 
interviews with each vendor. The vendors knew The Hartford’s priorities, because they were 
aware of the weighting of each criterion in the final scoring. 

The four test cases that The Hartford presented the vendors included: 

1. a mid-tier application (not on a mainframe) 

2. a more modern J2EE application 

3. the management of external Services, including internationalization features and the 
Web-based user interface 

4. integration with EJBs and mainframe-based applications, aligned with real business 
goals and technical requirements (the most challenging test case). 

The scoring focused on specific details of the implementation. For example, both vendors had 
to support LDAP, but The Hartford wanted a federated LDAP configuration. The Hartford also 
evaluated how much custom code each vendor had to write to complete the bake off. They 
also took the performance of each solution into consideration, as well as how each 
integration approach worked, for example, whether particular EJB methods a vendor used 
met The Hartford’s contract definition at the appropriate level of granularity, or whether a 
vendor’s approach to wrapping an EJB led to better performance compared to the other 
vendor’s approach. Finally, standards support was also an important criterion for The 
Hartford, or in their words, “the easier it is to replace a vendor, the better we like the vendor.” 

The Hartford made their final decision in the third quarter of 2003, but has chosen not to 
announce the name of the successful vendor.  
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The ZapThink takeThe ZapThink takeThe ZapThink takeThe ZapThink take    

The Hartford’s approach to selecting a Web Services management (WSM) vendor bears a 
strong resemblance to how they might select any IT software vendor. Unlike many other 
companies who are still struggling with how to best understand and implement SOAs in their 
environment, The Hartford is an early adopter of IT in general and SOAs in particular. As such, 
they already have a strong understanding of SOAs, and as such, their requirements focus on 
performance and suitability for their environment, rather than how well the vendor can help 
them resolve their SOA implementation issues. 

Nevertheless, The Hartford’s objective and agile approach to package evaluation is a best 
practice that other companies should emulate. Their focus on working software mitigates 
issues surrounding the fact that the WSM space is still immature, and many products are still 
lacking in many ways. ZapThink also recommends The Hartford’s combination of a top-down, 
architectural approach with a bottom-up, developer-focused approach as the best way to 
achieve the architectural goals of the SOA in a cost-effective, functional manner. In other 
words, The Hartford’s vendor selection methodology is both objective and flexible—a 
combination that takes discipline and experience. 

 
Profile: Profile: Profile: Profile: The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc.    Nov. 2003    
Date Founded: 1810 
Funding: NYSE: HIG 
Employees: Over 29,000 
Divisions: 

Hartford Property & Casualty 
Hartford Life 

Address: 
The Hartford 
Hartford Plaza 
Hartford, CT 06115 

URL: http://www.thehartford.com 
Main Phone: 860-547-5000 
Contact:  

Sue Honeyman 
860.547.4976 
shoneyman@thehartford.com 
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Reports 

! Service-Oriented Management Foundation Report (ZTR-WS106) 

! XML in Financial Services Foundation Report (ZTR-VI100) 

ZapNotes 

! AmberPoint ZapNote (ZTZN-0607) 

! Confluent Software ZapNote (ZTZN-1023) 
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    
 

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 
 
ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 
 
ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 
 
ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 
 
Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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